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Abstract: Data mining is the progression of determining hidden information that are available in the existing data. Data mining discovers interesting, convenient relationships in huge volume of data. Many fields including medical field is using data mining for classifying the data. Classification is method which assigns a data in the collection to predict the objective class. Classifying a diabetic patient is tedious job in the current medical field. The main intention of this paper is to propose a novel classifier enhancing support vector machine to correctly classify the diabetic patients more accurately than the previous classifiers. Performance metrics such as sensitivity, specificity, rate of true positive and false positive, precision, accuracy and time, taken for feature selection are used. In the proposed classifier threshold value is fixed for metric recall and true negative rate. The results are demonstrated with better performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining (DM) occupies the space between the science of computer, optimization, and estimations, where it routinely appears in different disciplines. All things considered, DM is the path toward seeking idea about information from interchanging divergent perspectives. Here learning can suggest any sorts of consolidated or obscure information that are concealed as rough data. It can be a course action of rules made from available data accumulated from couple of patients of a particular infirmity and healthful people. These benchmarks perchance utilized for forecasting the health condition of new patients. By, all things considered, DM endeavours are portrayed into two classes: (i) descriptive, and (ii) predictive. Descriptive DM errands depict a objective data set in brief, enlightening, discriminative structures, where the predictive DM errands lead the acknowledgment and induction on present data to construct the future prediction. Supervised learning aspires for developing a predictive strategy from data when the feature of class is accessible. There exists two sorts of class features: (i) category based features, and (ii) numeric based features. The category based feature can take simply apparent characteristics, while the numeric based feature can choose vast quantity of characteristics. By and large, the predictive model is known as a classification model, and when a class include obvious cum numeric, then it is said as regression model. As it were, order is to find and forecast the patients a category, while regression forecast’s are numeric esteem. Here, the term "supervised" implies the classification method knows about the prediction because the features of the class are resolved.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Brisimi. T. S et al.,2018 has proposed 2 methods namely K-LRT which was a test method following the ratio of likelihood, and a Joint Clustering Classifier which was utilized to detect the hidden clusters in patient history and it ensembles the classifier to all the cluster, furthered theory based sample was developed to provide guaranty for upcoming strategies. Wang. Y et al.,2017b proposed decision making strategy based on sharing scheme for the diabetes people of type-2 category, patients were taken care by the information gathered from the sample of previous history. For the classification purpose multilabel methodology was used to provide medications to the patients. Turksoy. K et al.,2017 proposed a classifier finding the of faults in the concentration of glucose which were suggested the glucose sensor and a dynamic model based on nonlinear was developed, where they named the method as multivariable statistical monitoring methods. Lekha. S., 2018 explored the utilization of enhanced version of single dimensional convolution neural network method to adopt feature extraction concept with benchmark classification methods, where the results shows that there exist a significant level of reducing the limitations individually. Kijanka. P et al.,2018 presented an classical two dimensional fourier transformation concept to utilize the method of multi signal classification, and to give effective estimation to classification k-space cum space velocity curves were used. Rasti. R et al.,2018 presented a Computer-aided Diagnosis method which was fully based on convolution ensembling. This method aimed to detect the casual retina of diabetic patients by making a comparison with casual pathologies. Wang. D et al.,2017a presented a general methodology connecting feature extraction by pulse, and it extends dimension of feature from one dimension time series to two dimension time series matrix, where predictable wrist features relating to pulse were analyzed to enhance the results. Vyas. R et al.,2018 by utilizing Genetic Programming (GP) method demonstrated the based Symbolic Regression (SR) approach for predicting the disease. Moreira. W. L et al., 2018 proposed Artificial Neural Network based classifier by making an analysis on model, evaluation of performance, and comparison of different classification techniques, namely radial basis cum neural network. This method has mainly focussed to detect all the cases of gestational diabetes which can efficiently find the risk level for conceived women and fetus. Ruiz. E et al.,2016 presented a classifier for assigning the correct meal and measuring the moment to the available insufficient glycaemia information.
where many machine learning methodologies were analyzed to
design the better classifier to provide increased accuracy.
Kavipriya. S, Deepa. T., 2018 proposed a comprehensive
feature selection based support vector machine classifier
(CFS-SVM) for classifying clinical dataset where it utilizes
the increased significant pattern for choosing the most
editable features. It has performed the classification between
the samples of different classes. Khine. M. L et al.,1999
identified the frequency of gestational diabetes among the
teenager and reviewed the factors of risk that could easily
find a subset for teenager patients which have great risk
for getting gestational diabetes. Zhou. W et al.,2017 made a
analysis and presented a unsupervised classifier fully
depending on detecting the disease Posterior Cerebral
Artery. It doesn’t make a focus on training set, and
suggested that the problem of class imbalance that can be
avoided at a minimal level. Li. H et al.,2017 presented a
method for classification which was fuzzy theory based and
provided the configuration for data with uncertainties in
stochastic as well as fuzzy nature. The design for tuning the
procedures were analyzed with the terms of probability
performance measure, that is, for working with high
complex scenarios. Lekha. S, Suchetha. M et al.,2018
proposed the enhanced version of deep learning based
convolution neural network classification algorithm to solve
the issues in perceptron multi layer. This method utilizes
the support vector machine concept for enhancing the total
performance detection applications in real time. Sisodia. D
et al.,2018 made a study with the target to develop a method
to prognosticate the similarity of diabetes among patients
in terms of high level accuracy.

III. DUAL-EDGED SUPPORT VECTOR
MACHINE (DESMV)

Let $Z = \{(x_1,y_1),(x_2,y_2),\cdots,(x_N,y_N)\}$ be a elements of a
set, with $x_i \in X \subset R^{n^2}$, $y_i \in y = \{\pm 1\}$, and $z_i =
(x_{i+1}; y_{i+1})$. Let $f(x)$ be a dual-edged classifier to such an
extent that produces $h(x) = sign(f(x))$.

Let $EP = \{z_i \in Z|y_i = +1\} \neq \emptyset$ and
$EN = \{z_i \in Z|y_i = -1\} \neq \emptyset$ be the arrangements of
preparing designs for the positive class and the negative
class, separately. Let $FP = REP$ and $FN = REN$ be the
quantity of positive and negative samples, where $N = FP +
FN$. Based on matrix table, the most usually utilized metric
for the assessment of the speculation execution of the
classifier $f(x)$ on a test set $(x \times y)$ is the exactness,
signified by fully conditioning, which figures the extent of
occurrences that are accurately classified by the model, that
is,

$$Ac(x, y) = \frac{TP + TN}{FP + FN} \quad (3.1)$$

Utilizing these metrics, the two classes namely positive and
negative, it has a similar preference with the end goal of
classification. Subsequently, precision can be considered as
false when a class is considered of more noteworthy
importance than alternate class. In this manner, the cost for
wrong classifications in the preference class is more notable
than the cost for wrong classifications in alternate class.
Also, precision can be considered as false when probabilities
of classes contrast extraordinarily (imbalanced datasets),
since the metrics neglect to think about effort for wrong
classifications, and therefore exceptionally it delicate to the
tendency between classes [He. H, Garcia. E. A, 2009].

In this way, different measures of evaluation must be
considered. By considering exactness rates on $EP$ and $EN$
independently, the recall and specificity metrics, meant by
$Re$ and $Sp$ separately, are characterized as takes after:

$$Re(x, y) = \frac{TP}{FP} \quad (3.2)$$

$$Sp(x, y) = \frac{TN}{TN} \quad (3.3)$$

The review measure is the extent of positive cases that are
accurately recognized (TPR). Then again, specificity is the
divisions of effectively recognized cases among all
examples that are negative (TNR). The two metrics are
measures of arithmetic. Consequently, another articulation
for exactness can be determined as takes after the
calculating the $Ac(x, y)$ as below:

$$Ac(x, y) = \frac{FP.Re(x, y) + FN.Sp(x, y)}{FP + FN} \quad (3.4)$$

Calculation is done as a weighted arithmetic mean of recall
and specificity, where the related weights are the quantity
of positive occurrences and negative examples, separately. For
certain situation the set $EP$ is viewed as a "preference" with
the end goal of classification, at that point the $Re(x, y)$
measure is more illustrative than the $Sp(x, y)$ measure, and
$Ac(x, y)$ is never again a sufficient metric.

In this way, another way to deal with acquire a classifier
when one class is viewed as a "preference" is presented: For
a settled test, it is necessary to consider a set $y$ contained in
$(x \times y)$, when looking for a robust classifier, the search is
limited to classifiers that hold review measures at a
predefined level. Inside this arrangement of classifiers, it is
looked for so as to boost specificity. It is significant that, as
a rule, it isn't conceivable to discretionarily get incredible
recall and specificity esteems, that is, the limit of any
classifier can't build the quantity of the genuine positives
without additionally expanding the quantity of FP. Inside the
arrangement of classifiers $F(E)$, a swapping must be found
between $Re(b)$ a moving back capacity of $b$, and $Sp(b)$, an
expanding capacity of $b$, keeping in mind the end goal to
boost classification. By accepting that the positive class is
of a higher priority than the negative class, then $\beta =
max\{b \in R, Re(b) = 1\}$ is the best dual-edge for the
preparation set $Z$, which prompts the classifier $f_\beta(x) = <
x, E > - \beta$. Nevertheless, $Sp(\beta)$ can be subjectively little if
the occasion $p1$ is an exception. A better approach to
evade this issue is to make an arrangement in classifiers \( F(E) \) is to settle a limit \( 0 \leq E \leq 1 \), with the end goal that \( Re(b) \geq E \) to ensure a base genuine TP in the positive class and to expand \( Sp(b) \). Henceforth, the accompanying equation is considered with subject to \( Re(b) \geq E, 0 \leq E \leq 1, f_b \in F(E) \).

\[
\max_{b \in R} Sp(b) \tag{3.5}
\]

It ought to be demonstrated that the proposed approach can be seen as hypothesis testing from concluding value, that is, the esteem \( 1 - E \) in the DESVM method is like the essentialness level \( \alpha \) in hypothesis testing. Therefore, given \( E \) esteem with the aim of lying between 0 and 1, where the classifier \( f \in F(E) \). Considered is as per the following:

\[
f(x) = f_{bE}(x) \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
f_{bE}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i y_i K(x_i, x) - b_E \tag{3.7}
\]

Given an arrangement of classifiers \( F(E) = f_b(x) = (x, W_b) - b \), where \( b \) belong to the set \( R \) on a preparation set \( Z \), the impact of the edge on the execution of the DESVM can be broke down: for \( 0 \leq E \leq E' \leq 1 \), the \( b_E \) dual-edge for \( E' \) and confirms that \( Re(b_{E'}) \geq E' \geq E \), and therefore \( Sp(b_{E'}) - Sp(b_E) \) where \( b_E \) is used in the calculation for \( r \). Furthermore, since \( Sp(b) \) is an expanding capacity of \( b \), then \( b_E \geq b_{E'} \) and, since \( Re(b) \) is a moving back capacity of \( b \), then \( Re(b_E) \leq Re(b_{E'}) \). Therefore, if \( 0 \leq E \leq 1 \) then \( Re(b_E) \) is an expanding capacity of \( E \), and \( Sp(b_E) \) is a moving back capacity of \( E \) on the preparation set \( Z \). This outcome can be seen perfection in the experimentation given in the section 6.

### IV. ABOUT THE DATASET

PIMA Indian diabetes dataset was used to evaluate the proposed classifiers performance with the existing classifier FELM [Nahato. K. B et al.,2016]. PIMA dataset is multivariate in nature and it contains 768 instances with 9 attributes including the class label. 268 instances are identified as the patients with gestational diabetes. The attribute contains mixture of integer and real numbers. The attribute information are given in Table 4.1.

### V. PERFORMANCE METRICS

MATLAB R2013a is used for evaluating selected clinical dataset. The benchmark metrics sensitivity, specificity, rate of true positive and true negative, precision and accuracy were utilized for evaluating the performance of the proposed work. The metrics are calculated by the values of True Positives (TP), False Negatives (FN), True Negatives (TN) and False Positives (FP). TP indicates the correctly identified instances that who are affected by gestational diabetes. If suppose the patients are not classified correctly, then it becomes FN. Healthy instances that are identified correctly by the classifier falls in TN, else it becomes FP.

### VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The overall performance analysis of the FELM and the proposed CFS based SVM (CFS-SVM) in terms of TP, TN, FP, FN, sensitivity and specificity is presented in Table-6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Descriptive Information</th>
<th>Domain Range</th>
<th>Zeros Entry</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Preg</td>
<td>Number of times pregnant</td>
<td>0 to 5</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Glu</td>
<td>Concentration of plasma glucose in 2 h of oral glucose tolerance test</td>
<td>0 to 199</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Bp</td>
<td>Pressure of diastolic blood (units: mm Hg)</td>
<td>0 to 122</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Skin</td>
<td>Thickness of triceps skin fold (units: mm)</td>
<td>0 to 99</td>
<td>227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Insulin</td>
<td>2-h serum (units: mu U/ml)</td>
<td>0 to 846</td>
<td>374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 IBM</td>
<td>Index of body mass (units: kg/mt sq)</td>
<td>0 to 67</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 FDP</td>
<td>Function of diabetes pedigree</td>
<td>0.078 to 2.42</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Age</td>
<td>Age (units: years)</td>
<td>21 to 81</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Class</td>
<td>Label of class</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. PIMA Dataset's Attribute Information
As far as inferences from the results are concerned, the accuracy of the proposed DESVM is improved and the time taken for feature selection is reduced. It is to be noted that the existing and proposed classifiers are allowed to train first and tested next. Also the performance analysis in terms of TPR, FPR, precision and Accuracy is portrayed in Table-6.2.
Sensitivity is the calculation of actual positives ratio which are identified correctly as positives by the classifier. From the Fig 6.1 it is clearly evident that the proposed classifier DESVM performs better in identifying the positives than the FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Kindie Biredagn Nahato et al., 2016]. The result values of Fig.6.1 are predicted in Table-6.1.

Specificity is the measure of classifier’s ability to identify negative results. From the Fig. 6.2 it can be observed that the proposed mechanism DESVM does not work better in terms of specificity than the FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al., 2016]. This is due to the degree of relevance mismatch. The result values of Fig.6.2 are predicted in Table-6.1.
True Positive Rate (TPR) refers to the positives that were correctly labelled by the classifier. From the Fig. 6.3, it is evident that the proposed DESVM produces better TPR than the FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al., 2016]. The result values of Fig. 6.3 are predicted in Table-6.2.

False Positive Rate (FPR) refers to the negatives that were incorrectly labelled as positive. From the Fig. 6.4, it is clear that DESVM attains the certain degree of relevance mismatch and results in producing a little bit of increase in the false positive rate in certain Training and Testing Rate when comparing with FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al., 2016]. The result values of Fig. 6.4 are predicted in Table-6.2.
Precision is the measure of accurately predicted positive values to the total predicted positive values. From Fig 6.5 it is clear that, DESVM predicts the accurate positives than the FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al.,2016]. The result values of Fig.6.5 are predicted in Table-6.2.

Accuracy is the measure of ratio of correctly predicted observation to the total observations. The accuracy result is portrayed in Fig.6.6 and it illustrates that the proposed DESVM harvests better accuracy than FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al.,2016]. The result values of Fig.6.6 are predicted in Table-6.2.
Time taken is the measure of finding how much period the algorithm takes for feature selection. Fig 6.7 shows that DESVM took less time for feature selection than the FELM (Fuzzy-sets and Extreme Learning Machine) [Nahato. K. B et al.,2016].

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this phase of research, in order to reduce the complexity of feature selection and classification, a dual-edged support
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